
HOW TO WRITE A SHORT STORY PLOT OUTLINE

Writing a short story can often be intimidating, even if you've finished a For each plot point in your outline, you'll want to
break down all the.

If you are still feeling stuck, look up more free tips on plot outlines , on building plot momentum via a plot
mountain , or borrowing one of seven basic plots , from Christopher Booker. Each time you sit down to work
on your manuscript, begin by reviewing your outline. For each plot point in your outline, you'll want to break
down all the scenes in the work. But something must be at stake or you will have no tension and your readers
will not tum the pages. If you want a character-focused story, this is where you introduce your character arc ;
just make their obstacle a personality flaw. Then decide what is preventing them from getting there. If you
found this helpful, let me know! Commercial fiction does this, but so do literary classics. Establish
relationships with coworkers and bossâ€”quickly A scene showing my protagonist's regular life. It might be
clue, a tool, or a piece of advice that will help your character. What do you love most about this avenue of
writing? This should ramp up the tension and suspense. What misfortune will befall the hero as the result of
her attempts to achieve her objective? Example Since all the nice restaurants are now booked for the evening,
he asks if they can go out the next night instead, insisting their date is too special for fast food. And this is not
only true for science-fiction or fantasy. Beneath each plot, make a list of every possible scene that has to
happen for you to get from the beginning to the end of each plot point. After you've done this, move on to
writing out the "beginning, middle, and end" of each scene. I hope these tips are helpful in plotting your short
stories. Outlines are also definitely not meant to be lifeless Roman-numeral lists. What events have shaped
him to make him respond to the disaster in the way he does? It can work for a romance with two protagonists,
i. He adopts his alias, Voldemort, and recruits his Death Eaters. Note: Although this outlining method is one I
use myself and highly recommend, keep in mind that there is no right or wrong way to outline a story. Raise
the stakes until it has emotional impact. In other words, a change occurs. Weiland K. Example He realizes that
all his attempts to make his girlfriend happy actually made her unhappy, and he apologizes. This high-level
approach is great for those who maybe don't like to outline or prefer outlines that offer flexibility. Write why
they are important to the story and what they are trying to express in this story. Click Here to Save Your Spot
2 â€” Download some writing prompts Not everyone can come up with a story idea off the top of their head.
And the greatest part? My experience has been that more often than not, those who swear they dislike outlines
are thinking of them in the wrong ways. Regardless, at this point your audience must feel that success is
possible. Look at more on plot outlines, templates, and where to go next Consider classic structures for plot
outlines. Free plotting worksheets GET YOURS Good plots start with character Character should be at the
core of plot outline, so start thinking where you need to take your character before all else. Use a plot template
to help you plan. An outline will offer you invaluable structure and guidance as you write your first draft, but
never be afraid to explore new ideas as they occur. She makes her home in western Nebraska. However, other
writers feel that if they work out all the details in the outline they can spend more time focusing on perfecting
their language and prose during the actual writing phase. It's up to you, though there are no hard rules here as
this phase is just to help you nail the idea on paper. Just as the aliens reach her grandchildren, the grandmother
grabs the vacuum cleaner, turns it on, and jabs them. No matter your genre, each scene should keep a story
moving, throwing the protagonist off-balance. Step 1. Read the notes for your current scene and the scene to
follow. These ventures into unknown territory can result in some of the most surprising and intriguing parts of
your story.


